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**QUESTION: 66**
A Remote AP provisioned in "Split-Tunnel" Forwarding mode has which characteristic?

A. Local traffic first goes to the controller and is then spilt back to the local network.
B. Traffic is IPSec encrypted before it is sent to the controller.
C. The user role must have a "Permit" statement in order to locally bridge the traffic.
D. The user role must have a "route dst-nat" statement to locally bridge the traffic.
E. The RAP uses PAPI to send data traffic to the controller.

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION: 67**
How does an Aruba infrastructure calculate a wireless device's location?

A. GPS
B. RF Fingerprinting
C. RSSI triangulation
D. TDOA
E. LBS

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION: 68**
Which of the following describes a Remote AP provisioned in "Split-Tunnel" Forwarding mode?.

A. Local user traffic first goes to the controller and is then spilt back to the local network.
B. All data and control traffic goes to the controller unsecured.
C. The user role must have a "Permit" statement in order to locally bridge the traffic.
D. The user role must have a "route src-nat" statement to locally bridge the traffic.
E. The RAP uses PAPI to send data traffic to the controller.

**Answer:** D
**QUESTION: 69**
When configuring split tunnel mode on a Remote AP (RAP) where is the routing function for the split tunnel defined?

A. On the IP routing tab in the configuration screen.  
B. On the AP provisioning screen.  
C. In the RAP static routing tables  
D. In the Firewall policy  
E. In the RAP whitelist

**Answer: D**

**QUESTION: 70**
A company purchased an indoor mesh deployment using the 7005 controller and the AP 115 models, where 5 APs will be deployed on a floor to provide wireless internet access for users. Users may open VPN tunnels using software clients over the wireless network to a 3rd party VPN concentrator overseas. The company wants to limit wireless user access to TCP traffic locally and VPN traffic overseas. In addition to the base AOS, which licenses will be necessary for this deployment?

A. VPN, PEF-NG  
B. AP Capacity, PEF-NG  
C. AP Capacity, PEF-NG, VPN  
D. AP Capacity  
E. PEF-NG, PEF-V

**Answer: B**

**Explanation:**
7-4 - Location

**QUESTION: 71**
A Remote AP was properly functioning before losing its internet connection and now cannot communicate with the controller. What SSID is the AP broadcasting?

A. The SSID in Operational mode Always and Forwarding mode Backup  
B. The SSID in Operational mode Split Tunnel and Forwarding mode Bridge  
C. The SSID in Operational mode Always and Forwarding mode Tunnel  
D. The SSID in Operational mode Standard and Forwarding mode Tunnel  
E. The SSID in Operational mode Persistent and Forwarding mode Bridge
**Answer:** E

**QUESTION:** 72
An AP 105 was converted into a RAP. The RAP can authenticate its IPSec tunnel to a controller using which of the following methods? (Choose two.)

A. 802.1X/EAP authentication  
B. Captive Portal authentication  
C. IP address authentication  
D. Username/Password authentication.  
E. Certificate/MAC address authentication.

**Answer:** D, E

**QUESTION:** 73
The reusable Aruba Controller wizards are accessible in what way?

A. Only on startup through the CLI  
B. Through the CLI, after the initial CLI wizard has been completed  
C. In the Web UI under maintenance.  
D. In the Web UI under configuration.  
E. Must be initialized from CLI first.

**Answer:** D
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